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Stern-Gerlach dynamics with quantum propagators
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We study the quantum dynamics of a nonrelativistic neutral particle with spin in inhomogeneous external
magnetic fields. We first consider fields with one-dimensional inhomogeneities, both unphysical and physical, and
construct the corresponding analytic propagators. We then consider fields with two-dimensional inhomogeneities
and develop an appropriate numerical propagation method. We propagate initial states exhibiting different degrees
of space localization and various initial spin configurations, including both pure and mixed spin states. We study
the evolution of their spin densities and identify characteristic features of spin density dynamics, such as the
spatial separation of spin components, and spin localization or accumulation. We compare our approach and our
results with the coverage of the Stern-Gerlach effect in the literature, and we focus on nonstandard Stern-Gerlach
outcomes, such as radial separation, spin focusing, spin oscillation, and spin flipping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The deflection of a beam of silver atoms, achieved by
Otto Stern and Walther Gerlach in Frankfurt am Main in
1921–1922, represents a milestone in the development of
modern physics [1]. The significance of the Stern-Gerlach
effect (SGE) can be argued from many angles: (i) it represented
the beginning of a very rich line of atomic beam research [2],
(ii) it demonstrated the concept of space quantization [3],
(iii) it was later recognized as confirming the existence of
spin [4], (iv) it is an early manifestation of nonclassical
correlations or entanglement [5], and (v) it has been used
as a natural laboratory for the measurement problem [6]. For
all these reasons it is an exemplary quantum effect, and many
textbooks start from the SGE to develop quantum formalism
and quantum intuition [7,8]. The experimental reality of
the SGE constrains its theoretical description. As reviewed
below, a considerable amount of effort has been devoted to
recovering the outcome of Stern-Gerlach experiments within
different theoretical frameworks and applying a variety of
approximations. Since exact analytic results for the specific
conditions of a Stern-Gerlach experiment are difficult to
obtain, the main emphasis of the work since 1922 has been
to justify the approximations, either by showing their internal
consistency or by experimentally corroborating the results
they lead to. The justification for the approximations is often
missing in the pedagogical literature, where Stern-Gerlach
outcomes have increasingly been used as a tool and a test for
quantum understanding [9]. This is not very surprising given
the significance of SGE in quantum theory, but it highlights the
need to clearly delineate the approximations. More recently,
the possibility of probing Stern-Gerlach experiments beyond
the region of validity of the approximations in order to uncover
new (nonstandard) results and understand their quantum
significance has been considered [10,11].
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The current work studies both standard and nonstandard
Stern-Gerlach dynamics. We are interested in not only treating
the SGE fully quantum mechanically to recover the standard
result but also extending the study in regions where the
standard approximation breaks down. The Stern-Gerlach
experiment predates quantum mechanics, and its theoretical
description was originally framed in semiclassical terms
[12–14], where a differentiated force on the atomic magnet
results in its deflection and the quantization of the magnetic
moment along the direction of the field inhomogeneity leads to
a discrete set of selected trajectories. Semiclassical results are
recovered when the expectation values of quantum-mechanical
operators are evaluated. Purely quantum-mechanical treat-
ments have been given starting with Bohm [15], who found that
the two spin components acquire a momentum kick in opposite
directions. This treatment is covered in some quantum-
mechanics texts [16,17]. One of the limitations mentioned
above pertains to the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field.
As we discuss in more depth below, Maxwell’s equation
∇ · B = 0 prevents the field and its inhomogeneity to point in
the same direction, but implies the existence of a component
of the inhomogeneity in a perpendicular direction. This
perpendicular inhomogeneity is usually neglected because
the expectation value of the perpendicular magnetic moment
averages to zero as this magnetic moment precesses around
the stronger homogeneous magnetic field. This has been
discussed within a classical and semiclassical framework
[18]. In our discussion we consider three cases: the standard
case where this second (perpendicular) inhomogeneity can
be neglected, an alternate field where the inhomogeneity is
purely perpendicular to the field, and the case where the second
inhomogeneity cannot and should not be neglected. This last
case leads to a deviation from the standard result, which
could be characterized by the statement “spin-up goes up and
spin-down goes down.” Another limitation that we address is
the localization of the wave packet. Some quantum-mechanical
treatments show that plane waves pick up a vertical component
of the momentum, which depends on the spin state. Using
localized wave packets instead of plane waves allows us
to do several things: to represent a beam of finite extent,
to study the dependence of the effects on the width of the
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beam and on the location of the beam within the field, and
thus to characterize the type of Stern-Gerlach behavior by
comparing the width and the position of the beam in the field.
We also choose to consider another parameter in this study,
namely, the polarization of the beam. We contrast the results
for fully coherent (pure) spin states that are usually found in the
literature to the totally unpolarized beams. We find that spin-
coherent states that break the combined geometrical symmetry
of the field and the beam can lead to oscillations along the
direction of symmetry breaking. We note here that the original
Stern-Gerlach experiment was performed with an unpolarized
beam of finite cross section. Localization and polarization
are actually not independent, for we find that coherent states
are typically more favorable to the presence of nonstandard
effects. Variations of the quantum-mechanical approach to
SGE have been proposed, such as a Bohmian theory of
SGE [19] and space-time trajectories of statistical ensembles
[20]. The SGE for charged particles has been considered
in quantum mechanics [21] or within the Wentzel-Kramers-
Brillouin (WKB) approximation for inhomogeneities along
the beam axis (longitudinal SGE) [22]. The U-matrix method,
originally developed by Kennard [23], was used [24] to develop
propagators in inhomogeneous “unphysical” magnetic fields
(by this we mean an inhomogeneous magnetic field that does
not obey Maxwell’s equation ∇ · B = 0). Scully, Lamb, and
Barut revisited the issue for a “physical” SGE [25]. They
introduce a quantum-mechanical representation of the time
evolution operator, both in coordinate and spin space, a spin
propagator. The results [24] and [25] are incomplete, however,
as the propagators are not exact and no propagated solutions
are given. It should also be pointed out that the historical
Stern-Gerlach experiment used a beam of unpolarized silver
atoms. However, the typical quantum-mechanical treatment
discusses pure states only, usually based on momentum eigen-
states [15,16]. As we show in this work, the choice matters,
for pure and mixed states lead to different features in the
SGE. In some quantum-mechanical treatments, nonstandard
features have been identified [10,26]. Although some of the
results presented below depart from the standard SGE, the
specifics are different, and the study of their dependence on
the choice of parameters allows us to control their presence
to some extent. In particular we find some features that are
reminiscent of spin-orbit coupling dynamics [27].

The method that we use to derive both standard and nonstan-
dard results is based on the concept of propagation in time. The
propagator K(x,x0; t,t ′) gives the conditional transition ampli-
tude between two position eigenstate vectors |x〉 and |x0〉 over
a time interval t − t ′ such that K(x,x0; t,t ′) = 〈x|U (t,t ′)|x0〉,
where U (t,t ′) is the time-evolution operator [28]. For the
time-independent problems, K(x,x0; t,t ′) = K(x,x0; t − t ′).
Without loss of generality we set t ′ = 0 in this paper. We
generalize the quantum-mechanical propagator approach to
spin-dependent Hamiltonians applicable to SG configurations.
Because the Hamiltonians involve spin operators, the propaga-
tors have a 2 × 2 matrix representation for spin-1/2 particles.
Several methods for constructing propagators are available
in the literature [23,28–34] but none of them addresses the
spin-dependent terms in the potential energy. Our goal is to
extend some of these methods to spin-dependent potentials
of the SG type, that is, potentials combining spin under the

form of Pauli matrices and coordinates through magnetic
fields that are linear in the coordinates. Some spin-orbit
potentials combining spin and momentum have become very
important in the area of spintronics [35–37] and analytic
spin propagators have been obtained in this case also [27].
Once we have constructed the propagators, we apply them to
localized Gaussian wave packets and follow the evolution of
the spin dynamics. This Gaussian wave packet treatment goes
beyond the delta distribution approach used in [24]. Unlike
[24] and [25] we obtain spin separation. As the complexity
of the noncommuting operators increases, we replace the
analytic expressions with step-by-step numerical propagation,
as explained below. This method can be used to verify the
analytic results as well as to extend the study to nonstandard
results.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
both analytic and numerical methods to propagate wave pack-
ets in systems involving magnetic fields with one-dimensional
(1D) and two-dimensional (2D) inhomogeneities. We give
the exact analytic quantum propagators for two different 1D-
inhomogeneity cases. We also present a numerical propagation
method based on the Trotter’s formula for exponentials
of noncommutative operators for 2D-inhomogeneity cases
[38]. In Sec. III we first construct the spin densities in
1D-inhomogeneity systems by applying the specific analytic
propagator to an initial Gaussian wave packet in space and
polarized along specific directions, and we identify three char-
acteristic features of spin dynamics. We then use a numerical
propagation method to generate the wave packet evolution
in 2D-inhomogeneity systems and highlight three features of
the spin densities. In all cases, we display these features with
different values of parameters, namely, interaction strengths
and wave packet widths, to demonstrate dependence of the
effects on these parameters. We also show to what extent the
results differ between initial pure (coherent) states and mixed
states. In Sec. IV, we discuss our results and speculate on the
consequences.

II. PROPAGATOR CONSTRUCTION

A. 1D-inhomogeneity propagation

We focus on the propagation in the xz plane, which is
perpendicular to the beam, in order to study the SG deflection.
In this work we follow the convention of the traditional
Stern-Gerlach theoretical setup where the ŷ axis defines the
beam direction and the dimension where no inhomogeneity
of the magnetic field is present. Our system is thus explicitly
independent of the coordinate y and we can follow the system
in successive parallel planes. We define a time τ that refers
to the length of time that the wave packet stays inside the
field configurations B(x,z) of the SG magnet. Therefore, the
magnetic field B(t) experienced by a wave packet for all space
can be described by

B(t) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0, t < 0

B(x,z), 0 < t < τ

0, t > τ .

(1)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Plots of the magnetic field B. (a) Bu
1D =

(0,0,B1z), (b) Bp

1D = (0,0,B1x).

In what follows we provide both analytical and numerical
constructions of propagators for fields involving 1D and 2D
inhomogeneities, respectively.

In the 1D-inhomogeneity case, we consider two differ-
ent fields: the “unphysical” field Bu

1D = (0,0,B1z) which is
considered in most standard treatments but does not satisfy
∇ · B = 0, and a “physical” field Bp

1D = (0,0,B1x) which
satisfies ∇ · B = 0. These two fields are shown in Fig. 1
with B1 indicating the inhomogeneity strength. Both fields
point in the z direction; their inhomogeneities in z and in x,
respectively.

The Hamiltonians corresponding to these two fields are
given by

Hu
1D = p2

x + p2
z

2m
− µB1zσz, H

p

1D = p2
x + p2

z

2m
− µB1xσz.

(2)

We can construct the spin-1/2 propagators K(x,x0,z,z0; t)
from the one-dimensional spinless propagator for linear
potential corresponding to a Hamiltonian

H = p2
x

2m
+ f x, (3)

where f is constant. To construct this propagator we apply
an algebraic method based on the recognition of a group
algebra [29]. The linear potential propagator can be obtained in
a straightforward way by relating [∂2

x ,x] = 2∂x to [a2,a†] = 2a

through the substitution ∂x → a and x → a†. While the
exponent in a time-evolution operator exp(− iH t

h̄
) involves

noncommuting operators a and a†, Katriel’s formula [39]

exp(αa† + βar ) = eαa†
exp

[
r∑

i=0

βαi

(
r

i

)
1

1 + i
ar−i

]
(4)

applied to r = 2 makes a separation of the kinetic energy and
potential energy term inside the time-evolution operator possi-
ble. After some algebraic manipulations, the one-dimensional
linear potential propagator [34] is recovered:

K(x,x0; t)

=
√

m

2πih̄t
exp

(
− m(x − x0)2

2ih̄t
+ f (x + x0)t

2ih̄
+ f 2t3

24ih̄m

)
.

(5)

We now proceed to construct the spin-1/2 propagators based
on Eq. (5). It should be noted that in the 1D-inhomogeneity
case, σz acts as a place holder for its diagonal elements
(+/−). Therefore, the potential f x for spinless particles can be
replaced by σzf x for spin-1/2 particles. With this replacement,
Katriel’s formula is still valid since [σi,σj ] = 2iεijkσk and
[σz,σz] = 0. The constant f corresponds to the magnetic term
−µB1σz in both unphysical and physical cases. As a result, the
propagator Ku

1D(z,z0; t) for the unphysical field Bu
1D and the

propagator K
p

1D(x,x0; t) for the physical field B
p

1D are given in
one dimension by

Ku
1D(z,z0; t) =

√
m

2πih̄t
exp

(
−m(z − z0)2

2ih̄t
− µB1σz(z + z0)t

2ih̄
+ µ2B2

1 t3

24ih̄m

)
, (6)

K
p

1D(x,x0; t) =
√

m

2πih̄t
exp

(
−m(x − x0)2

2ih̄t
− µB1σz(x + x0)t

2ih̄
+ µ2B2

1 t3

24ih̄m

)
. (7)

For µB1 = 0, Eqs. (6) and (7) reduce to the free particle
propagator

K free(x,x0; t) =
√

m

2πih̄t
exp

(
−m(x − x0)2

2ih̄t

)
. (8)

The free propagator includes quantum-mechanical spreading,
a feature which will also be observed in the presence of external
fields.

For 1D inhomogeneities, each dimension is independent.
The propagator can then be expressed as

K(x,z,x0,z0; t) = K(x,x0; t)K(z,z0; t). (9)

As a result, one can extend Eqs. (6) and (7) to

Ku
1D(x,z,x0,z0; t) = m

2πih̄t
exp

(
− (x − x0)2 + (z − z0)2

2ih̄t/m
− µB1σz(z + z0)t

2ih̄
+ µ2B2

1 t3

24ih̄m

)
, (10)

K
p

1D(x,z,x0,z0; t) = m

2πih̄t
exp

(
− (x − x0)2 + (z − z0)2

2ih̄t/m
− µB1σz(x + x0)t

2ih̄
+ µ2B2

1 t3

24ih̄m

)
, (11)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Plots of the magnetic field B = (−B1x,0,B1z + B0) with different inhomogeneity strengths B1 and homogeneous
fields B0. (a) B1 = 1.0, B0 = 5.0, (b) B1 = 1.0, B0 = 0.0, (c) B1 = 2.0, B0 = 5.0.

where the free particle propagator of Eq. (8) is used for the
dimensions where no inhomogeneity is present.

The result of Eq. (10) disagrees with the (2D) expression
of Eq. (12) found in [24] by both the universal signature factor
µ2B2

1 t3

24ih̄m
for the linear potential and the term linear in t .

KSSM = m

ih̄t
exp

(
− m(x − x0)2

2ih̄t
− m

(
z − z0 − µB0σzt

2

2m

)
2ih̄t

)
,

(12)
KSLB

=η(t) exp

{
m

h̄t

[(
z − z0 − µσzB1t

2

2m

)2

− 2h̄µB1t
2zσz

m

]}
,

(13)

where the subscripts SSM and SLB refer to the authors of
reference [24] Scully, Shea, and McCullen, and reference [25]
Scully, Lamb, and Barut, respectively. This same result also
differs from the expression found in Eq. (13) [25] by the
factor µ2B2t3

24ih̄m
. One can check that K in Eq. (10) satisfies the

Pauli-Schrödinger equation. The corresponding expressions
for Eq. (12) in [24] and Eq. (13) in [25] do not.

Once the propagator K is constructed, the wave packet
evolution ψ(x,t) can be obtained by applying the propagator
to an initial wave packet ψ(x0,0), i.e.,

ψ(x,t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
K(x,x0; t)ψ(x0,0) dx0. (14)

To show the localization effect in the SGE, we choose
ψ(x0,z0,0) to be a spinor with Gaussian distribution in space
centered at (x0,z0) = (x ′,z′) and with widths in two dimensions
wx and wz, such that ψ(x0,z0,0) = 1√

πwxwz
exp(− (x0−x ′)2

2w2
x

−
(z0−z′)2

2w2
z

)(α|↑〉 + β|↓〉), where |↑〉 and |↓〉 are up-in-z and
down-in-z spin states with constant coefficients α and β chosen
to satisfy |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. Thus we consider a product state
(unentangled) of space and spin. Note that the choice of
initial positions (x0,z0) will lead to the appearance of different
dynamics. In addition to the coherent states, we can also
consider mixed states such as the mixture of 50% spin-up
and 50% spin-down propagates. Because of the linearity of the
Schrödinger equation and of the propagator, the method can be
applied to spinors with different spatial localizations for spin-
up and spin-down particles (nonproduct or entangled states).
In particular it can be applied repeatedly for arbitrary times in
spin-separating dynamics without further modifications.

B. 2D-inhomogeneity propagation

For fields with inhomogeneities in two dimensions (2D
inhomogeneity), complexity arises from the noncommutativity

among Pauli matrices, namely, [σi,σj ] = 2iεijkσk . This leads
to position-dependent eigenspinors, in contrast to the global
eigenspinors of the 1D case. The nonexistence of global
eigenspinors leads to a richer spin dynamics.

In Fig. 2 we consider magnetic fields with 2D inhomo-
geneity. The values of the homogeneous component B0 and
the magnitude of the inhomogeneity B1 can be chosen so
as to move the saddle [40] point (0, −5) in Fig. 2(a), (0,0)
in Fig. 2(b), and (0, −2.5) in Fig. 2(c). Figure 2(b), which
corresponds to B = (−B1x,0,B1z), is typically used when
treating the 2D-inhomogeneity problem in the Stern-Gerlach
experiment. The Stern-Gerlach magnetic field corresponds
to regions of the upper-half of Fig. 2(b). Therefore, the
Stern-Gerlach setup can be described analytically by a beam
located at (0,0) in a field with a large homogeneous component
B0 leading to B = (−B1x,0,B0 + B1z) as in Fig. 2(a) or by
a beam located in the upper-half plane of Fig. 2(b) without
the use of a homogeneous component. This is the choice used
below when we select an initial wave packet centered around
z = z0 with z0 > 0. We thus cover the historical Stern-Gerlach
case by staying away from the saddle point in the field. Later
we will consider what happens when the beam extends beyond
the transition axis. This transition axis goes through the saddle
point and is perpendicular to the radial vector connecting the
center of the initial packet with the saddle point. The radial
vector corresponds to the direction of steepest gradient of the
inhomogeneous field in the center of the packet. Notice that
the dynamics in the region around the saddle point is of great
interest when considering a quadruple field, such as produced
with anti-Helmholtz coils. This is relevant to the physics of
magneto-optical traps (MOTs).

The construction of analytic Stern-Gerlach propagators
in 2D inhomogeneities is challenging. Note that even with
approximated analytic propagators, the application of the
integral formula Eq. (14) can still be a daunting task. In order to
evaluate the evolution of wave packets in a more efficient way,
we use the Trotter product formula [38] for noncommuting
operators a1 and a2 applied directly on the wave packet:

exp[−τ (a1 + a2)]ψ(x0,0)

≈ lim
n→∞

[
exp

(
− τ

2n
a1

)
exp

(
−τ

n
a2

)
exp

(
− τ

2n
a1

)]n

×ψ(x0,0). (15)

This improves upon the simpler assumption

exp

[
−τ

n
(a1 + a2)

]
≈ exp

(
−τ

n
a1

)
exp

(
−τ

n
a2

)
(16)

for large n. We set a1 to be the potential energy term and a2

to be the kinetic energy term. Instead of using the propagator
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integral formula, we apply the time-evolution operator directly
to the wave packet. The Trotter product formula (15) allows
us to operate on the wave packet repeatedly with a reasonable
value of n. Since both the wave packet and the potential (a1)
are in the coordinate representation, the operation is purely
multiplicative. Before applying the kinetic operator (a2) to
the wave function, it is most convenient to perform a fast
Fourier transform on all grid points. After applying the kinetic
operator, we perform a fast inverse Fourier transform on all
(momentum) grid points. This approach is an application of
the general split-step (Fourier) method, also used in molecular
dynamics [41]. It has the advantage of preserving unitarity.
Once we recover the evolved wave packet in the coordinate
representation for a time interval τ , we generate spin density
plots by projecting wave packets in specific directions in spin
space. Note that in order for Eq. (15) to hold, one needs to set
τ/n small enough (or n large enough). This condition can be
verified through the stability of the results as n increases. The
region in space also needs to be chosen large enough to avoid
contamination from the artificial periodic boundary introduced
by the fast Fourier transform.

III. RESULTS

A. Spin densities for pure and mixed states

We obtain ψ(x,z; t) by propagating ψ(x,z; 0). Local
spin densities 〈S〉(x,z) = 〈ψ(x,z; t)|S|ψ(x,z; t)〉 can then be
evaluated at all times. The brackets refer to an integration
(summation) over spin variables but not over coordinate
space. We will discuss and interpret features in the local spin
densities 〈S〉 that represent the appearance of a characteristic
spin dynamics structure for both 1D and 2D inhomogeneities
in the magnetic field. In both cases, we label spin states
using a subscripted arrow convention. In particular, up-in-x
(|↑〉x) and down-in-x (|↓〉x) spin states correspond to balanced
superpositions of up-in-z (|↑〉) and down-in-z (|↓〉) spin states

|↑〉x = |↑〉 + |↓〉√
2

, |↓〉x = |↑〉 − |↓〉√
2

, (17)

and similarly for up-in-y (|↑〉y) or down-in-y (|↓〉y) spin states

|↑〉y = |↑〉 + i|↓〉√
2

, |↓〉y = |↑〉 − i|↓〉√
2

. (18)

In the simulations, we analyze the spin dynamics for various
parameter values: we specify the initial location of the wave
packet centered around (x ′,z′), the interaction strength µB1,
the widths of the Gaussian wave packet (wx,wz), and the time
interval t over which we follow the dynamics.

We choose to combine the magnetic moment and the field
into one entity µB1, because it is the product of µ and B1

that gives the strength of the effect. The combination µB1 is a
universal Stern-Gerlach “interaction strength,” against which
different magnetic fields can be chosen for atomic systems with
different magnetic moments. It plays a similar role to the spin-
orbit Rashba interaction strength in condensed matter systems
[35,37]. We provide results in natural units h̄= 1,m = 1. Note
also that since we are interested in the influence of the width
on the dynamics, we select an absolute length unit d such that
the width w and the positions x and y are all expressed in
terms of d rather than being correlated as a result of the choice
of units. We also provide the units for the following variables:
µB1 is in units of h̄2/md3 while t is in units of md2/h̄. This
allows us to recover experimentally accessible values of the
magnetic field strength B1 by substituting realistic values of h̄

and m and by choosing an appropriate length unit d. This also
determines a unit width and a unit time and therefore realistic
orders of magnitude for time and for wave packet width.

Finally we also compare results of 〈S〉 for an initial pure
state ( |↑〉+|↓〉√

2
) (coherent state or C-state) and for a totally mixed

state consisting of 50%|↑〉 and 50%|↓〉 (incoherent state or
IC-state) spin states. We select the C-state (totally polarized)
and IC-state (totally unpolarized) to maximize the effect of
polarization. It turns out that a Stern-Gerlach separation is the
same for the C-state and the IC-state when spin flipping is not
possible. Conversely we also show that the C-state and the
IC-state display different features in a magnetic field with 2D
inhomogeneities, when spin flipping can occur.

B. Spin-evolution features for 1D inhomogeneity

After applying the propagator Ku
1D in Eq. (10) to an initial

spin wave packet ψ(x,z; 0), we obtain an evolved spin wave
packet ψu

1D(x,z; t) consisting of two components ψu
↑1D(x,z; t)

and ψu
↓1D(x,z; t) corresponding to spin-up and spin-down

in z:

ψu
↑1D(x,z; t) = α

√
πwxwz

√(
1 + ih̄t

mw2
x

)(
1 + ih̄t

mw2
z

)

× exp

⎛
⎜⎝−

m
[
x2 + z2 + ih̄t

m
(x ′2 + z′2)

]
2ih̄t

+
m

(
x + ih̄tx ′

mw2
x

)2

2ih̄t
(

1 + ih̄t
mw2

x

) +
m

(
z + ih̄tz′

mw2
z
− µB1t

2

2m

)2

2ih̄t
(

1 + ih̄t
mw2

z

) − µB1tz

2ih̄
+ µ2B2

1 t3

24ih̄m

⎞
⎟⎠ ,

(19)
ψ

↓u

1D(x,z; t) = β

√
πwxwz

√(
1 + ih̄t

mw2
x

)(
1 + ih̄t

mw2
z

)

× exp

⎛
⎜⎝−

m
[
x2 + z2 + ih̄t

m
(x ′2 + z′2)

]
2ih̄t

+
m

(
x + ih̄tx ′

mw2
x

)2

2ih̄t
(

1 + ih̄t
mw2

x

) +
m

(
z + ih̄tz′

mw2
z
+ µB1t

2

2m

)2

2ih̄t
(

1 + ih̄t
mw2

z

) + µB1tz

2ih̄
+ µ2B2

1 t3

24ih̄m

⎞
⎟⎠ .
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Applying K
p

1D in Eq. (11) to ψ(x,z; 0) similarly gives the two components

ψ
p

↑1D(x,z; t) = α

√
πwxwz

√(
1 + ih̄t

mw2
x

)(
1 + ih̄t

mw2
z

)

× exp

⎛
⎜⎝−

m
[
x2 + z2 + ih̄t

m
(x ′2 + z′2)

]
2ih̄t

+
m

(
z + ih̄tz′

mw2
z

)2

2ih̄t
(

1 + ih̄t
mw2

z

) +
m

(
x + ih̄tx ′

mw2
x

− µB1t
2

2m

)2

2ih̄t
(

1 + ih̄t
mw2

x

) − µB1tx

2ih̄
+ µ2B2

1 t3

24ih̄m

⎞
⎟⎠ ,

(20)
ψ

p

↓1D(x,z; t) = β

√
πwxwz

√(
1 + ih̄t

mw2
x

)(
1 + ih̄t

mw2
z

)

× exp

⎛
⎜⎝−

m
[
x2 + z2 + ih̄t

m
(x ′2 + z′2)

]
2ih̄t

+
m

(
z + ih̄tz′

mw2
z

)2

2ih̄t
(

1 + ih̄t
mw2

z

) +
m

(
x + ih̄tx ′

mw2
x

+ µB1t
2

2m

)2

2ih̄t
(

1 + ih̄t
mw2

x

) + µB1tx

2ih̄
+ µ2B2

1 t3

24ih̄m

⎞
⎟⎠ .

With these evolved solutions we construct the spin densities
〈S〉(x,z) and display the results as 2D contour plots (Fig. 3)
and cuts in selected directions as explained below. From the
displayed spin density, we observe three interesting features:
a spin-separating mechanism (SSM), a bamboo-shooting
structure (BSS), and a persistent spin helix (PSH). Note that
BSS and PSH are seen only for a coherent beam, whereas SSM
appears in both the coherent and the incoherent cases. Note
that the plots of the features provided here are only selected
snapshots. The display of successive snapshots in time leads
to spin-evolution animations.

1. Spin-separating mechanism (SSM)

The spin-separating mechanism occurs when a homoge-
neous spin density develops into an inhomogeneous spin
density, with different spin components occurring in different
regions of space. We observe the spin-separation mechanism
in the plots of 〈Sz〉 in Fig. 3. In the 1D case, Sz commutes with
the Hamiltonian and their common eigenvectors are global
or position independent. The Bu

1D field leads to the textbook
Stern-Gerlach effect with vertical separation [Fig. 3(a)], while
Bp

1D leads a horizontal spin separation [Fig. 3(b)]. Both cases
exhibit entanglement of spin and space.

From Fig. 3, the eigenspinors, namely, |↑〉 and |↓〉 spin
states, get separated in the direction of the inhomogeneity.

Note that in Fig. 3 for the Bu
1D (Bp

1D), the x (z) dimension
is not important. The effect of separation can also be seen
clearly by limiting one’s attention to the inhomogeneity axis
by setting x = 0 (z = 0). In Fig. 4, we display the effect of
interaction strength µB1, and of the width of the packet w on
the rate of separation. We plot the spin density 〈Sz〉 along the
central inhomogeneity axis (x = 0 for Bu

1D or z = 0 for Bp

1D)
in Fig. 4, where the horizontal axis refers to the z (for Bu

1D) or x

(for Bp

1D) dimension. In Fig. 4, faster separation is observed for
increased interaction strength µB1. This is consistent with the
semiclassical interpretation, where the force is proportional to
the gradient of the field for the same particle. Reducing the
width of the initial packet leads to faster spreading and to a
decrease of the amplitude as expected from complementarity
and quantum localization. In the plots, we choose to vary wi ,
the width along the inhomogeneity axis only. Reducing the
width in the perpendicular direction only leads to an overall
decrease of the amplitude in this section’s plot. Note that the
results are the same for both the C-state |↑〉+|↓〉

2 and the IC-state
(50% |↑〉 and 50% |↓〉). This can be understood because no
spin flippings would occur.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Contour plots of spin density 〈Sz〉(x,z) for an initial spin state |↑〉x centered around (x ′,z′) = (0,0) for the interaction
strength µB1 = 0.1 (in units of h̄2/md3), wave packet widths wx = wz = 1 (in units of d), and time t = 5 (in units of md2/h̄) in two possible
magnetic fields. (a) Bu

1d = (0,0,B1z), (b) Bp

1d = (0,0,B1x).
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Spin density 〈Sz〉 as a function of position
in the inhomogeneity direction (z for Bu

1D or x for Bp

1D) for an initial
spin state |↑〉x centered around (x ′,z′) = (0,0) at t = 3 (in units of
md2/h̄) with different sets of interaction strengths µB1 (in units of
h̄2/md3) and wave packet widths in the inhomogeneity direction wi

(in units of d).

2. Bamboo-shooting structure (BSS)

BSS represents the successive rise of spin polarization at
fixed interval along the axis of inhomogeneity. One sees BSS
in Fig. 5 when observing the spin projected in a direction not
along the eigenspinors of the system, in particular 〈Sx〉 and
〈Sy〉. In Fig. 5, we plot the local spin density 〈Sx〉 along the
inhomogeneity direction.

The BSS can be observed for initial C-states |↑〉x and |↑〉y ,
which are both superpositions of eigenspinors |↑〉 and |↓〉.
For IC-states, such as 50% |↑〉 and 50% |↓〉, one does not
observe BSS. Since the system does not induce spin flippings
for eigenspinors, the final spin polarization remains unchanged
and 〈Sx〉 = 0 applies at all times in this case.

The spin density 〈Sx〉 is generated for cases where one can
manipulate the interaction strength µB1 and the width of the
wave packet wi . The parameters µB1 and wi are chosen for
visual readability. The wave packet extends farther as time
evolves as a result of quantum spreading. We also observe
oscillatory motion for the noneigenspinors. The period of the

FIG. 5. (Color online) Spin density 〈Sx〉 as a function of position
in the inhomogeneity direction (z for Bu

1D or x for Bp

1D) for an initial
spin state |↑〉x centered around (x ′,z′) = (0,0) at t = 3 (in units of
md2/h̄) with different sets of interaction strength µB1 (in units of
h̄2/md3) and wave packet width in the inhomogeneity direction wi

(in units of d).

oscillation decreases as one increases the interaction strength
µB1. For an initial C-state (|↑〉x), one has both |↑〉 and |↓〉 spin
components. As discussed previously, the two components
separate faster with larger µB1. This leads to less overlap
between the components, which results in overall decrease
of the amplitude. One also notices that as the eigenspinors
move more rapidly, the noneigenspinors would experience
oscillation with an increase in the frequency or a decrease
in the period. The period increases when the width of the wave
packet is reduced in the direction of inhomogeneity in Fig. 5.

It is noteworthy to mention that Griffiths [16] argues
that the operator Sx oscillates rapidly in the Heisenberg
picture and averages to zero to justify the argument that
the second inhomogeneity is not important. In a way, the
BSS feature confirms the rapid oscillatory and zero-averaging
behavior of Sx . It is interesting to note that in the case
where two inhomogeneities are present, as we discuss in
Sec. III C, we find that the argument used to neglect the
second inhomogeneity is no longer valid. This paradox can
be explained by the lack of constants of the motion for any
spin operators in the 2D-inhomogeneity case.

3. Persistent spin helix (PSH)

Persistent spin helix refers to the precessional motion of
the spin in the xy plane. One observes a PSH structure by
generating the spin densities 〈Sx〉 and 〈Sy〉 starting from a
coherent state |↑〉x . This effect can only be observed from
a C-state in the noneigenspinor basis [up-in-x(y), down-in-
x(y)]. In Fig. 6, we observe that 〈Sx〉 exhibits even symmetry,
while 〈Sy〉 exhibits odd symmetry with respect to the original
location of the packet. The 〈Sx〉 is shifted with respect to 〈Sy〉.
By following the spin component on the z axis, one sees that a
persistent spin helix forms with clockwise motion to the right.
As discussed in the BSS section, the period of the helix can
be controlled by manipulating the interaction strength µB1

and wave packet width in the inhomogeneity direction wi .
Therefore one can control the spin polarization at specific
locations by manipulating either the interaction strength µB1

or the wave packet width in the inhomogeneity direction
wi . This mechanism allows one to construct structures with
controlled spin densities in the sense of SG engineering.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Plot of spin densities 〈Sx〉 and 〈Sy〉 at t = 3
(in units of md2/h̄) with µB1 = 1 (in units of h̄2/md3) and wi = 1 (in
units of d) where the axis refers to the position in the inhomogeneity
direction (z for Bu

1D or x for Bp

1D).
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C. Spin-evolution features for 2D inhomogeneity

We now display evolved wave packets in systems with 2D
inhomogeneity. Due to the continuous evolving nature of the
wave packet in the 2D case, plots are generated at different
times to show explicit features individually. The plots are all
two dimensional and show contours of equal spin densities.

From the spin density contour plots, one observes three
interesting features: radial spin separation (RSS), asymmetry-
induced contamination (AIC), and four-lobes structure (FLS).
Note that RSS and FLS are observed with an initial spin state
|↑〉x and 50%|↑〉 and 50%|↓〉 whereas AIC is observed only
for an initial C-state |↑〉.

1. Radial spin separation (RSS)

Plots of the spin density 〈Sz〉 are generated in a field in
Fig. 2(b) for the initial C-state |↑〉x in Fig. 7 and for the
IC-state (50% |↑〉 and 50% |↓〉) in Fig. 8. In both cases the
initial wave packet centered around (x ′,z′) = (0,4). Both cases
exhibit textbook Stern-Gerlach effect: vertical spin separation
of |↑〉 and |↓〉. In both cases, the rate of separation increases
when one increases the interaction strength µB1. By reducing
the width in the x direction, the wave packet spreads faster in x.

Comparing the initial C-state with the initial IC-state,
we notice that IC-states show x → −x symmetry, whereas
C-states do not. At any particular time, the plots of C-state
wave packets show an x → −x asymmetry. This may seem
surprising given the symmetric nature of the field in Fig. 2.
In fact these plots in Fig. 2 are incomplete since they do
not incorporate the spin direction and therefore miss the
asymmetry in the µ · B interaction term. The x symmetry
is restored in the balanced spin mixture of the IC-state. The
consistency of this asymmetry can be checked in the following
way: (i) By performing a reflection about the z axis only,
namely, x → −x, in the field configuration, we observe that
the oscillation is still present but its direction is reversed. Note
that the field becomes unphysical under such transformation
B → B ′ = (x,0,z). (ii) By changing the initial spin state
(|↑〉x → |↓〉x) only, we observe that the oscillation is still
present but its direction is reversed. (iii) By performing both
a reflection about the z axis in the field configuration and a
reversal of the initial spin state, we observe that the oscillation
direction is unchanged. (iv) By switching the dependence on x

and z, namely, by starting with a |↑〉 spin state centered around
(x ′,z′) = (4.0,0.0), we observe that the oscillation in time now
displays a vertical asymmetry.

From these observations, we conclude that a C-state, which
is a superposition of eigenstates centered around a noneigen-
spinor axis experiences two mechanisms: spin separation and
oscillations in time about the second inhomogeneity axis. For
example, this can happen for both a |↑〉x spin state centered
around the z axis and a |↑〉 spin state centered around the
x axis. Also, this oscillation is short-lived if the wave packet is
placed farther away from the saddle point. This shows that the
oscillation depends on the degree to which the two eigenstates
overlap, for example, |↑〉 and |↓〉 on the z axis. A complete
spin separation is more easily obtained when an initial state
enters the field far away from the saddle point. This can be
understood as follows: In an analysis of wave packet dynamics,
it is unavoidable that one has to take the spreading of the wave

packet into account. The spreading induces spin flippings as
we discuss in the next subsection.

So far, we have observed a vertical spin-separating mech-
anism for an initial wave packet centered around (x ′,z′) =
(0.0,4.0), where the z inhomogeneity is far greater than the
x inhomogeneity. Now, spin density plots are generated for
an initial wave packet centered around (x ′,z′) = (4.0,4.0),
where the inhomogeneities in both dimensions are equal (for
an initial coherent state in Fig. 9 and an initial incoherent
state in Fig. 10). One notices RSS for |↑〉 and |↓〉. RSS
occurs when the spin components separate along the radial
axis. This is understandable since the eigenenergy of the

Hamiltonian H = p2
x+p2

z

2m
+ µB1(xσx − zσz) corresponds to a

radial linear potential, namely, ±µB1

√
x2 + z2. Besides the

spin-separation mechanism, one also observes a focusing
effect of the component moving toward the transition axis.
This effect can be attributed to the difference between the
unidirectional linear potential and the radial linear potential.
The focusing effect is also consistent with the result in [26].
One also notices that the amplitude for |↑〉 and |↓〉 are very
different between the C-state case and the IC-state case.

2. Asymmetry-induced contamination (AIC)

Now we investigate the dynamics of an initial spin state
|↑〉. Spin density contour plots 〈Sz〉 are generated for three
different cases. All three cases start from an initial location
close to the transition axis, the x axis. One observes in Fig. 11
that most spin-ups go up while there is fringe formation
between ups and downs close to the x axis which leads to
the asymmetry-induced contamination. AIC is observed when
the spin component opposite to that predicted by the ideal
Stern-Gerlach effect is present. This only occurs when one
starts from an asymmetric configuration. In Fig. 11(a), one
observes fringes between spin-up and spin-down close to the
x axis. In Fig. 11(b) there are fewer fringes when one increases
the interaction strength µB1. Also the spin-up state moves
upward more rapidly. Figure 11(c) shows that the wave packet
spreads faster in the z direction when the width wz is reduced,
and one observes more fringes in both x and z directions.

In order to visualize the AIC, spin density plots are created
for |↑〉 and |↓〉 separately in Fig. 12. The spin-down state
flipped from the spin-up state leads to fringe formation (the
butterfly-like pattern in Fig. 12). Nevertheless, the spin-down
state amplitude is much smaller than the spin-up. Therefore,
the spin-down is only visible in regions where no spin-up is
present.

The field in Fig. 2(b) corresponds to a Hamiltonian H =
p2

x+p2
z

2m
+ µB1(xσx − zσz). The inclusion of two Pauli matrices

complicates the Heisenberg equations of motion. This leads to
difficulties in obtaining analytic solutions. In order to obtain a
better understanding of the dynamics, we set out to consider
the motion in a frame moving with the particle. In such a
frame, the system Hamiltonian is H = µB1(xσx − zσz). The
corresponding Heisenberg equations of motions are

˙̂px = −σ̂xµB1, ˙̂pz = σ̂zµB1, ˙̂x = 0, ˙̂z = 0,

˙̂σx = 2µB1ẑσ̂y

h̄
, ˙̂σ z = 2µB1x̂σ̂y

h̄
, (21)

˙̂σy = −2µB1(x̂σ̂z + ẑσ̂x)

h̄
.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Plots of spin density 〈Sz〉 at t = 1.0 (in units of md2/h̄) for an initial C-state |↑〉x centered around the
(x ′,z′) = (0.0,4.0) with different sets of interaction strength µB1 (in units of h̄2/md3) and wave packet widths wx and wz (in units of d).
(a) µB1 = 2.0, wx = 1.0, wz = 1.0, (b) µB1 = 4.0, wx = 1.0, wz = 1.0, (c) µB1 = 2.0, wx = 0.5, wz = 1.0.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Plots of spin density 〈Sz〉 at t = 1.0 (in units of md2/h̄) for a mixed spin state (50% |↑〉 and 50% |↓〉) centered
around (x0,z0) = (0.0,4.0) with different sets of interaction strength µB1 (in units of h̄2/md3) and wave packet widths wx and wz (in units of d).
(a) µB1 = 2.0, wx = 1.0, wz = 1.0, (b) µB1 = 4.0, wx = 1.0, wz = 1.0, (c) µB1 = 2.0, wx = 0.5, wz = 1.0.

FIG. 9. (Color online) Plots of spin density 〈Sz〉 at t = 1.0 (in units of md2/h̄) for an initial C-state |↑〉x centered around (x ′,z′) = (4.0,4.0)
with different sets of interaction strength µB1 (in units of h̄2/md3) and wave packet widths wx and wz (in units of d). (a) µB1 = 2.0, wx =
1.0, wz = 1.0, (b) µB1 = 4.0, wx = 1.0, wz = 1.0, (c) µB1 = 2.0, wx = 0.5, wz = 1.0.

FIG. 10. (Color online) Plots of spin density 〈Sz〉 at t = 1.0 (in units of md2/h̄) for an initial IC-state (50% |↑〉 and 50% |↓〉) centered
around (x ′,z′) = (4.0,4.0) with different sets of interaction strength µB1 (in units of h̄2/md3) and wave packet widths wx and wz (in units of d).
(a) µB1 = 2.0, wx = 1.0, wz = 1.0, (b) µB1 = 4.0, wx = 1.0, wz = 1.0, (c) µB1 = 2.0, wx = 0.5, wz = 1.0.

FIG. 11. (Color online) Contour plots of spin density 〈Sz〉 for an initial spin state |↑〉 centered around (x ′,z′) = (0.0,2.0) evaluated at
t = 2.0 (in units of md2/h̄) for different sets of interaction strength µB1 (in units of h̄2/md3) and wave packet widths wx and wz (in units of d).
(a) µB1 = 2.0, wx = 1.0, wz = 1.0, (b) µB1 = 3.0, w1 = 1.0, wz = 1.0, (c) µB1 = 2.0, wx = 1.0, wz = 0.5.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Contour plots of spin densities for an
initial spin state |↑〉 centered around (x ′,z′) = (0.0,2.0) evaluated at
t = 2.0 (in units of md2/h̄) with µB1 = 2.0 (in units of h̄2/md3),
wx = wz = 1 (in units of d). (a) 〈↑〉, (b) 〈↓〉.

It is clear that the position operators are constants of the
motion, namely, x(t) = x(0) and z(t) = z(0). It follows that
it is easier to calculate the spin dynamics in such a frame. If
one assumes an initial |↑〉 spin state 〈σz〉(0) = 1, the solution
for three spin operators are

〈σx〉(t) = −
2xz sin

(
µB1t

√
x2+z2

h̄

)2

x2 + z2
,

〈σy〉(t) = −
x sin

(
2µB1t

√
x2+z2

h̄

)
√

x2 + z2
, (22)

〈σz〉(t) =
z2 + x2 cos

(
2µB1t

√
x2+z2

h̄

)
x2 + z2

.

In Fig. 13, we display the solutions in three different contour
plots, respectively.

The time-dependent spin density 〈σz〉(t) is responsible for
AIC. Recall that the solution in Eq. (22) is in a frame where
the particle is not moving. “Spin-up goes up” is iconic for the
ideal Stern-Gerlach effect. All three figures demonstrate that
in a local field similar to the Stern-Gerlach field, the spin-up
state has a possibility of moving downward if the initial point
is closer to the transition axis (x axis). This is also an example
of nonideal behavior in SGE.

3. Four-lobes structure

Figure 14 displays a fringe pattern for 〈Sx〉 evaluated at
t = 1.0 where the initial state is a C-state |↑〉 centered around
the z axis where the eigenspinors of Sz are present. One can
also check with features on the z axis and compare it with the
BSS structure. There exists reflection asymmetry across the
z axis for 〈Sx〉. In Fig. 14(b), we plot 〈Sx〉 evaluated at t = 1.0
where the initial state is a IC-state (50% |↑〉 and 50 % |↓)
centered around the z axis. It is clear that one cannot see fringe
formation, which is consistent with the argument that BSS

FIG. 13. (Color online) Contour plots of spin densities for an initial spin state |↑〉 centered around (x ′,z′) = (0,0) (in units of d) in the rest
frame with interaction strength µB1 = 1.0 (in units of h̄2/md3) and time t = 1.0 (in units of md2/h̄). (a) 〈σx〉(t), (b) 〈σy〉(t), (c) 〈σz〉(t).

FIG. 14. (Color online) Spin density 〈Sx〉 for an initial wave
packet centered around (x ′,z′) = (0.0,4.0) (in units of d) with
the following parameter choices: µB1 = 2.0 (in units of h̄2/md3),
wx = 1.0, wz = 1.0 (in units of d), and t = 1.0 (in units of md2/h̄)
for an initial spin state (a) |↑〉x , (b) 50% |↑〉 and 50%|↓〉

only occurs for an initial C-state. The |↑〉x and |↓〉x states
appear on the right and on the left, and both of them exhibit
a beating motion in the vertical direction, namely, oscillatory
motion around one point. Note also this motion is also observed
for spin-flipping from |↑〉 to |↓〉 or vice versa. The IC-state
currently in use is in the z basis.

In the 1D-inhomogeneity case, the up and the down states
go up and down, respectively, in a symmetric way, and the BSS
appears while the polarization is fixed at specific locations. In
the 2D-inhomogeneity case, the polarization is not fixed at
specific locations but makes periodic oscillations. The only
difference between C-states and IC-states is the asymmetric
motion for both spin-up and spin-down components displayed
by a C-state. For an initial IC-state, one observes a beating pat-
tern of two blobs appearing sideways in the 2D-inhomogeneity
case. From the simulations, this beating pattern can also be
seen when an initial spin-up flipped to spin-down, which
does not happen in the 1D-inhomogeneity case. Therefore,
the beating pattern of two blobs might be the consequence of
possible spin flipping and asymmetry.

Now, Figs. 15(a) and 15(b) refer to the same initial condition
as in Fig. 14 with the time extended to t = 2.0. The FLS shows
separation of 〈Sx〉 in four quadrants with the same sign across
the diagonal. One observes the FLS close to the transition
axes. The FLS can be understood in the following way. From
the results in the 1D inhomogeneity, the eigenspinors move
toward the corresponding inhomogeneity direction. In the
2D-inhomogeneity case, the |↑〉 is moving upward if one
starts from a |↑〉 centered around the z axis. However, as
pointed out in the radial spin separation, the |↑〉 goes up and
also expands in the x direction. This is very different from
the 1D-inhomogeneity case where the symmetry is preserved.
The consequence of the asymmetry in the shape of |↑〉 and
|↓〉 leads to a more complex feature than the BSS on the
z axis in the 1D-inhomogeneity case. The |↓〉 is focused while
moving toward the transition axis where the eigenspinors of
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FIG. 15. (Color online) Spin density 〈Sx〉 for an initial wave
packet centered around (x ′,z′) = (0.0,4.0) (in units of d) with
the following parameter choices: µB1 = 2.0 (in units of h̄2/md3),
wx = 1.0, wz = 1.0 (in units of d), and t = 2.0 (in units of md2/h̄)
for an initial spin state (a) |↑〉x , (b) 50% |↑〉 and 50%|↓〉.

Sx are present while |↑〉 is spreading. The |↓〉 state can be a
superposition of two eigenspinors of Sx . It should be noted
that the |↑〉x moves to the left while |↓〉x moves to the right as
predicted from the inhomogeneity rule. In order to preserve the
focusing effect for the |↓〉, the |↑〉x has to be on the right-hand
side of x = 0 and likewise for |↓〉x . Similarly, for a |↑〉 centered
on the z axis, one expects to see the |↑〉x on the left-hand side
of x = 0 and on the right-hand side for |↓〉x . After moving
across the transition axis for |↓〉, one expects to see the |↑〉x
and |↓〉x states swap sides. This is because after crossing, the
|↓〉 state will expand in size for z < 0 in the x direction like
|↑〉 for z > 0. As a result, one can expect a FLS close by
the transition axis. This FLS is reminiscent of the nonideal
feature in Ref. [26].

IV. DISCUSSION

We have studied Stern-Gerlach dynamics in both 1D
and 2D magnetic-field inhomogeneities using analytic and
numerical propagators, respectively. This propagator method
enables us to track spin dynamics in time, as shown in spin
density 〈Si〉 contour plots. We have constructed the analytic
propagators for 1D inhomogeneity and have obtained analytic
forms for evolved wave packets after applying the integral
formula to Gaussian wave packets. In the case where 2D
inhomogeneity is present, a difficulty arises with respect
to the construction and the application of propagators. The
noncommutativity between two Pauli matrices results in the
challenge of obtaining an exact solution for the propagators.
There simply does not exist a transformation that can decouple
the two inhomogeneity directions. Attempting to use the
analytic propagators within a short time approximation is
inconvenienced by the fact that additional numerical inte-
grations have to be performed to obtain the wave function.
Instead, we use a numerical propagation method to propagate
the wave packets. This method relies on the use of the
Trotter product formula and successive multiplications and
Fourier transformations on the wave packet without any space
integration.

We have recovered the textbook Stern-Gerlach effect for
specific parameter choices. For example, spin separation can
be obtained in the following two cases: (1) the beam enters
anywhere in an unphysical (violating Maxwell’s law) magnetic
field with either an initial coherent spin state or an initial
spin mixture, and (2) the beam enters the magnetic field

FIG. 16. (Color online) Spin density 〈Sx〉 for an initial wave
packet centered around (x ′,z′) = (0.0,4.0) (in units of d) with
the following parameter choices: µB1 = 2.0 (in units of h̄2/md3),
wx = 1.0, wz = 1.0 (in units of d), and t = 3.0 (in units of md2/h̄)
for an initial spin state (a) |↑〉x , (b) 50% |↑〉 and 50%|↓〉.

(2D inhomogeneity with large local magnetic field in ẑ)
as long as it enters far above the x axis and close to the
z axis. One just has to measure the outcome before the
wave packet gets too close to the transition axis. In the first
case, the field has global eigenspinors and eigenenergies.
As a result, symmetry is preserved and one recovers the
vertical Stern-Gerlach separation. In case (2), the presence
of two Pauli matrices couples the two dimensions and the
field gives position-dependent eigenspinors and eigenener-
gies. As a result, to get a vertical Stern-Gerlach separation
requires a careful choice of initial locations. Indeed, we
have shown that a radial separation is obtained when one
chooses an arbitrary initial location. Therefore we conclude
that a vertical separation is not an automatic feature in a
Stern-Gerlach configuration oriented along the z axis. The
occurrence of such nonideal SGE features may have interesting
ramifications [11].

We compare the wave packet evolution of an initial spin
state in either a coherent-state (C-state) representation (|↑〉x)
or an incoherent-state (IC-state) representation (50%|↑〉 and
50%|↓〉). Initial coherent states are used in the few quantum
treatments of SGE in the literature. However, this does not
reflect the historical Stern-Gerlach experiment where a beam
of unpolarized silver atoms is produced out of the oven. The
difference between the initial C-state and IC-state leads to dif-
ferent features in both 1D and 2D cases. In 1D inhomogeneity,
we have shown that both the C-state and IC-state exhibit the
Stern-Gerlach effect. Nonetheless, the BSS and PSH features
only appear with an initial C-state. One sees that the spin
polarization is correlated with position and can be controlled
by manipulating the interaction strength and wavepacket width
of the packet. This makes it a good candidate for a spintronics
device. In 2D inhomogeneity, an initial C-state leads to beating
patterns.

In conclusion, the propagator method is a powerful tool
to study the intricate dynamics of spin-dependent deflection
in inhomogeneous fields. It provides us with a representation
in real time of spin densities, from which spin currents can
be derived. By applying this method to the SGE case, one
can not only recover standard Stern-Gerlach spin separation
but also visualize nonideal behavior in regions where the two
dimensionality of the inhomogeneity matters. The method also
allows us to explore the dependence of the effect on the initial
coherence of the beam. The features illustrated in this contri-
bution do not exhaust the richness of nonideal Stern-Gerlach
dynamics.
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